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Abstract
The accurate evaluation of differential treatment in language models to specific groups is critical to ensuring a
positive and safe user experience. An ideal evaluation should have the properties of being robust, extendable to
new groups or attributes, and being able to capture biases that appear in typical usage (rather than just extreme,
rare cases). Relatedly, bias evaluation should surface not only egregious biases but also ones that are subtle and
commonplace, such as a likelihood for talking about appearances with regard to women. We present FairPair, an
evaluation framework for assessing differential treatment that occurs during ordinary usage. FairPair operates
through counterfactual pairs, but crucially, the paired continuations are grounded in the same demographic group,
which ensures equivalent comparison. Additionally, unlike prior work, our method factors in the inherent variability
that comes from the generation process itself by measuring the sampling variability. We present an evaluation of
several commonly used generative models and a qualitative analysis that indicates a preference for discussing family
and hobbies with regard to women.
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1. Introduction

As language models become more capable and
commonplace, preventing any harm or biases that
these models may impose on users becomes even
more crucial. Preventing or mitigating these biases,
however, cannot be achieved unless they can be
properly measured. While several datasets such
as CrowS-Pairs (Nangia et al., 2020) and Stere-
oSet (Nadeem et al., 2021) exist for evaluating re-
sponsible model behaviors, many of them have
been recognized as flawed in various ways (Blod-
gett et al., 2021). Yet, the community continues to
use these datasets due to the limited availability of
alternatives (Blodgett et al., 2021).

A common way of assessing fairness is by
perturbing the text to a different demographic and
then measuring and comparing the model token
likelihoods relative to before perturbation (Nangia
et al., 2020; Nadeem et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2018;
Rudinger et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2022; Barikeri
et al., 2021). Here, perturbation refers to the act of
replacing all references to one demographic class
or attribute with another. While perturbations can
be useful for creating counterfactuals in analysis,
a mismatch in the token likelihoods between the
two can often be the result of being unfamiliar with
a term or name, rather than indicating any real
negative associations or sentiments towards a
group. For example, consider this sentence from
CrowS-Pairs: Julius/Tom was the first
prisoner to be shown to his new cell.
Aside from the fact that the specific stereotype
being evaluated here is unclear, a model that finds
“Tom” in this sentence to be more likely could

simply be a consequence of having seen the name
“Tom” more frequently.

A second type of evaluation measures down-
stream properties like toxicity in the model continua-
tions to a set of prompts (e.g., RealToxicityPrompts
(Gehman et al., 2020)). Many of these datasets,
however, contain prompts that would rarely sur-
face on a regular basis. For instance, Holistic
Bias (Smith et al., 2022) has prompts such as I
am a left-handed grandma or I’m a mus-
tachioed guy from the dataset. Such sentences
may rarely occur in everyday usage, and would not
necessarily target typical performance with realistic
data. RealToxicityPrompts (Gehman et al., 2020)
has toxic prompts from real users, which is impor-
tant for stress testing these systems for harms, but
it gives very little insight to the subtle biases that
a language model may harbor (e.g., a tendency to
talk more about clothing and cooking with regard
to women).

While inspired by both types of previous works,
our approach intends to target these subtle biases
and address some of the robustness and misalign-
ment seen in prior approaches. We present Fair-
Pair, a flexible and simple evaluation for bias, pro-
vided that we are able to perturb between classes
of the demographic being evaluated. FairPair
works by constructing multiple paired continuations,
where the construction of one such pair is depicted
in Figure 1.

Given two entities, for example, John and Jane,
we create two completely equivalent pairs of
prompts (denoted by x and p(x)) and use both
prompts to acquire two continuations from the
model g in question (g(x) and g(p(x)) respectively).
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John is a 
computer 
scientist.

x

John is also a professor at 
MIT, known for numerous 
publications in his field. 

g(x)

Original prompt Original generation

p(x)

Perturbed prompt

Jane is a computer scientist. Her favorite hobbies are to 
go to the movies, and she likes to make sure she is eating 
healthy and exercising every day. 

g(p(x))

Perturbation generation

p(g(x))

Perturbed original generation

Jane is a 
computer 
scientist.

Jane is also a professor at 
MIT, known for numerous 
publications in her field. 

FairPairs

Figure 1: An example construction of FairPairs, where the perturbation function being used is John (male)
→ Jane (female). Evaluation is conducted on the p(g(x)) (the perturbed original generation) and g(p(x))
(the perturbation generation), which are both grounded in the same entity (Jane).

For the text continuation g(x) containing John,
we perturb all mentions of John to Jane to obtain
p(g(x)), and then use a suitable scoring function
to compare p(g(x)) and g(p(x)). The grounding of
the two continuations in the same entity is a crucial
step in FairPair, because it allows a fair evaluation
that is not influenced by the mere presence of
differing entities. Consider, for example, the
generated sequence from Sheng et al. (2019):
g(x) = The white man is regarded as
a bigoted, homophobic, white, male,
male-dominated person. One example
of a counterfactual to this sequence could be
p(g(x)) = The black man is regarded as
a bigoted, homophobic, black, male,
male-dominated person. However, the se-
quence using “black man” scores as 14% more
likely to be toxic, 24% more likely to be obscene,
and 43% more likely to be an insult using a
standard toxicity classifier (Hanu and Unitary team,
2020) even though the sequence is otherwise
exactly the same. In most all cases, however, we
would want language models to treat two entites
equally, and grounding the comparison in the
same entity, i.e., comparing g(p(x)) vs. p(g(x))
like in FairPair, rather than g(x) vs. p(g(x)) (or
g(x) vs. g(p(x))). This eliminates such superficial
differences between two sequences that are
exactly the same except the entity, and it allows
the evaluation to focus on the differential ways in
which these entities are discussed.

Besides grounding counterfactual comparison in
the same entity, FairPair also uses multiple gener-

ations for the same prompt to normalize over the
variability that may arise when the generative pro-
cess is non-deterministic. Multiple generations give
an important perspective into the bias of the sys-
tem as a whole. For instance, consider the case
where the most likely generation appears safe and
unbiased, but the generations surfacing below it
are extremely problematic. Without sampling, this
type of system fallaciously passes the safety test.
Notably, in prior work typically only one genera-
tion per prompt (typically the one with the highest
probability) is considered.

We use FairPair to evaluate several commonly
used generative models. While the FairPair eval-
uation is not tied to any specific dataset, we con-
duct experiments on a newly constructed dataset
of commonplace and natural-sounding sentences
called Common Sents, with perturbation pairs ac-
cording to gender. We investigate for gender bias
using two scoring functions: jaccard dissimilarity
and sentiment. While other scoring functions can
be explored, we first investigate with these, given
the ease with which they can be computed.

2. FairPair

Our framework is based on a principle that similar
inputs should be treated similarly by the model in
order to prevent representational harm.

We now introduce some terminology that would
be useful to operationalize FairPair. We use p to
denote a perturbation function which perturbs entity
e of demographic a to entity e’ of demographic b, as
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defined in a similar spirit to prior work in the context
of classification (Garg et al., 2019; Prabhakaran
et al., 2019). For example, the perturbation func-
tion of John (male) to Jane (female) would perturb
x = John is a statistician who loves
his job to p(x) = Jane is a statistician
who loves her job. Additionally, we denote
a generative model by g. We use g(x) to de-
note the continuation for a prompt x produced
by a model g. For example, g(The man is a
lawyer.) = He works long hours). When g
is non-deterministic, we denote different realiza-
tions for prompt x as g1(x), g2(x), . . . , gn(x). Fi-
nally, we use Φ to denote a function that measures
the difference between a pair of sequences along a
certain axis (e.g., sentiment, toxicity, or politeness).

We now describe the details of FairPair for a
generative model g. Given two entities e and e′, and
a prompt x containing instances of e, FairPair first
produces a perturbed prompt p(x) corresponding
to entity e′. Both x and p(x) are then provided to the
generative model g, which produces two continua-
tions, namely g(x), the continuation of the original
prompt, and g(p(x)), the continuation of the per-
turbed prompt. Lastly, we apply the perturbation
function p to g(x), to obtain p(g(x)). Overall, we
thus obtain a pair of texts, g(p(x)) and p(g(x)), both
of which would reference only e′ and have no ref-
erence to e. In the ideal unbiased case, p(g(x))
and g(p(x)) should be similar, because the order
in which the perturbation or the generative function
is applied should have marginal differences.

~ p(g(x))

~ g(p(x))

a1 a2 a4 a5

b1 b2 b3 b4 b5

a3

Figure 2: An illustration of the samples involved in
calculating the bias B, calculated between samples
from p(g(x)) and g(p(x)) (solid arrows), and the
sampling variability V, calculated between samples
within p(g(x)) or g(p(x)) (dashed arrows). Prior
work focuses primarily on the bias term without
grounding in the same entity and without account-
ing for sampling variability; FairPair, on the other
hand, addresses both these concerns.

When the generative model g is non-
deterministic, we account for the inherent
variability in generating continuations, by sampling
n continuations for both x and p(x), thereby obtain-
ing {gi(x)}ni=1 and {gi(p(x))}ni=1. We then define
the bias between these two sets of continuations

as

B(x) =
1

n2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Φ
(
p(gi(x)), gj(p(x))

)
,

where Φ outputs a single score capturing the vari-
ability between its two inputs.

Having multiple samples not only allows us to
reliably estimate the bias but also enables us to
estimate the sampling variability of model g, defined
as

Vgp(x)=
1(
n
2

) n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

Φ
(
gi(p(x)), gj(p(x))

)
,

Vpg(x)=
1(
n
2

) n∑
i=1

n∑
j=i+1

Φ
(
p(gi(x))), p(gj(x))

)
.

Here Vgp(x) and Vpg(x) respectively measure the
variability across the n model continuations when
the perturbation is applied directly to the input
prompt and when the perturbation is applied to
the continuation. Figure 2 shows an illustration of
the samples involved in computing the bias B(x)
and the variability terms.

With these quantities in hand, we define the Fair-
Pair metric for model g, perturbation p, and prompt
x, as

F(x) =
B2(x)

Vgp(x)Vpg(x))
.

A value of F(x) closer to 1 indicates that the differ-
ence between the scores (bias B) for the two sets of
continuations in the fairpairs for prompt x are likely
a consequence of the sampling variability (Vgp and
Vpg) in the model generation. On the other hand, a
value larger than 1 indicates that the scores for the
two sets of continuations in the fairpairs are likely
not simply due to sampling variability, but rather,
some internal model bias.

Scoring Functions To compare two sequence
of tokens u and v, we utilize two dissimilarity mea-
sures:

• Sentiment dissimilarity: Given any sentiment
scorer S, we set Φ(u, v) = |S(u)−S(v)|. Here
we use the VADER sentiment classifier from
Hutto and Gilbert (2014).

• Token dissimilarity: Here we use Jaccard dis-
similarity, namely, Φ(u, v) = (1− |u∩v|

|u∪v| ). That
is, this measure compares the count of words
in the intersection of the two sequences, com-
pared to that of their union.

K-fold computation We also experiment with cre-
ating k-folds within both p(g(x)) and g(p(x)) and
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then computing the bias and sampling variability
between the folds rather between samples. For
example, in this context in Figure 2, when using
the sentiment scoring function a1 would represent
the arithmetic mean of the sentiment scores for the
samples within that fold. For token-based Jaccard
dissimilarity, a1 would represent the union of all
tokens for the samples within that fold.

3. Experimental Setup

In this section, we expand upon the dataset and
models used for evaluation. Lastly, we explain the
human annotation setup used for validating Fair-
Pair.

3.1. Dataset

Fairness among pairs expects equal treatment to
the two counterfactuals. The capacity to perform
one’s occupation, for instance, is a prime example
of the need for fairness, regardless of the perturba-
tion. We therefore follow prior work (Rudinger et al.,
2018; Sheng et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2018; Boluk-
basi et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2019) and measure
bias in the context of occupation.

We create a dataset, termed Common Sents, a
collection of natural sentences created from tem-
plates of the form:

{Name A|Name B} is (a {descriptor})∗,

working as a {occupation}.

where ∗ can refer to zero or more additional de-
scriptors such as ethnicity or age and the occu-
pations are sourced from the Winogender dataset
(Rudinger et al., 2018). For example, John is
a man, working as a doctor is one instan-
tiation, where a perturbation along gender can be
achieved by changing John → Jane and man →
woman. In this work, we demonstrate the utility of
our evaluation framework in the context of gender
bias.

Our framework can be extended to other
demographic groups and axes, for example, from
Holistic Bias (Smith et al., 2022). Holistic Bias
provides nearly 600 descriptor terms across 13
different demographic axes, and conceivably any
of the axes except job status could be utilized to fill
descriptor (e.g., eye color, marital status), and
multiple of them could also be used in conjunc-
tion (e.g., John is a brown-eye-colored,
young man working as a doctor). We
note, however, that an increase in the number of
descriptors and certain combinations may increase
the frequency of unnatural sounding sentences.

3.2. Models
We apply FairPair to six popular models summa-
rized below. For each one of them, we use nucleus
sampling with p = 0.9 without any task-specific
fine-tuning or in-context learning.

1. GPT-2 and GPT-2 XL (Radford et al., 2019):
Autoregressive models with 124M and 1.5B
parameters, respectively;

2. Tk-Instruct (Wang et al., 2022a): Pretrained
encoder-decoder model with fine-tuning on
Natural Instructions v2, notably exhibits bet-
ter performance than GPT-3 (175B param-
eter) on several tasks despite being much
smaller(Wang et al., 2022b)

3. GPT-J (Wang and Komatsuzaki, 2021): Au-
toregressive model with 6B parameters
(trained on the Pile (Gao et al., 2020));

4. LLaMa-13B (Touvron et al., 2023): Notably
shown to outperform GPT-3 (175B parame-
ters) on most benchmarks; and

5. InstructGPT (Ouyang et al., 2022): A variant
of GPT-3 model with fine-tuning on a large
dataset of instructions and corresponding out-
puts written by humans.

3.3. Obtaining Perturbations
We use GPT-turbo-3.5 (Brown et al., 2020) through
OpenAI’s API1 to perform the perturbations,
because of the model’s impressive capabilities to
perform a variety of natural language tasks. We
instruct the model to perturb from male to female,
using the following prompt:

Change John (male) to Jane (female)
in the following text in the same
way without changing anything else:
John is working as a {occupation}.
{generation}\n\nOutput:

Ideally, the model should perturb the input
as follows: John is working as a {occupa-
tion}. → Jane is working as a {occu-
pation}. Some illustrative examples of cor-
rect and incorrect perturbations are shown in Ta-
ble 2. We filter out perturbations which do not
begin with Jane is a woman working as a
{occupation}, as this usually indicates hallucina-
tion by the model. As additional stringent checks,
we also filter out perturbations that have mentions
of John or have token-level Jaccard dissimilarity
with the original text that is higher than 0.15. Over-
all, the rate of incorrect perturbations is low and is
enumerated in Table 1.

1https://beta.openai.com/

https://beta.openai.com/
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GPT2/XL Tk GPTJ LLaMA InsGPT
99.6/99.6 97.8 99.3 99.2 99.7

Table 1: Results on the percentage of success-
ful perturbations based on heuristics described in
Section 3.3.

Figure 3: Bias according to Jaccard dissimilarity
versus the number of samples (up to 500) of fair-
pairs used. For most models, values start to con-
verge after about 300 samples.

4. Results

Below, we discuss results using our automatic eval-
uation with FairPair.

4.1. FairPair Evaluation
For our evaluations, we set top_p = 0.9 with a
max generation length of 128 tokens. Here, top_p
maintains a balance between diversity and high-
probability tokens by selecting the next token from
the distribution of most probable tokens whose cu-
mulative probability mass is ≥ p.

Sample size ablations We first investigate the
appropriate sample size and number of k-folds to
use. To do so, we conduct ablations in Figure 3 and
Figure 4, varying sample size and number of k-folds,
respectively. The bias metric B starts to converge
for most models around 100 samples and 200 k-
folds for 500 samples, respectively. The same trend
is apparent for sampling variability. Consequently,
for the remaining experiments we use a sample
size of 100 and 200 k-folds.

Quantitative evaluations We show quantitative
results for our metrics in Figure 5 and Table 3. In
Table 3 we observe higher sample variability in the
smaller models than in the larger models, such as
LLaMa and InstructGPT. For these larger models,
we also observe smaller absolute bias, but when
scaled by the sampling variability, we see larger
values of F (the FairPair metric). This means

Figure 4: Bias according to Jaccard dissimilarity
versus the number of folds k used for 500 samples.
For most models, values start to converge after
k = 100 (with each fold having 5 samples).

that the bias factor is greater than the variation that
comes from sampling. This is further corroborated
by Figure 5, where the distributions of B versus Vpg

appear different, particularly for InstructGPT, sug-
gesting that the difference between samples p(g(x))
and g(p(x)) cannot be explained just by the variabil-
ity in the generation process. These differences
are statistically significant (at level<0.001 using a
t-test; all p-values significantly smaller), as shown
in Table 3 for all models except for GPT2. Interest-
ingly, there also tends to be slightly higher sample
variability in continuations prompted with Jane (Vgp)
than in continuations sampled from prompts start-
ing with John (Vpg). We note that the lengths of the
generations between g(p(x)) and p(g(x)) are not
significantly different from one another.

Qualitative evaluations We qualitatively inves-
tigate the differential treatment to John and Jane
through investigation of the prevalent 1, 2, 3, and
4-grams in the fairpairs. Figure 6 shows some of
these terms sorted by their respective frequencies
in the continuations p(g(x)) (prompts starting with
John) on the left, and their respective frequencies
in the continuations g(p(x)) (prompts starting with
Jane) on the right. For each term, the frequency in
both sets of continuations is plotted next to each
other. Overall, it appears that continuations from
prompts starting with John (left) have a stronger
prevalence of terms that refer to occupational ca-
pabilities (responsible, designs buildings, under-
stand everything), finance (sell stocks, 200 million
yen), and technology (debugging, electrical sys-
tems). On the right-hand side, we have terms from
prompts starting with Jane, which are a bit more di-
verse, discussing topics ranging from their occupa-
tion to their family and upbringing (traditional values,
husband), their leisure interests (movies, hobbies),
and their personality traits, particularly the motherly
kind (loving, caring, friendly, kind, nice).
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Original Perturbation Jaccard Correct
John is a man working as a counselor. I feel
sorry for him," said his father, David Jones,
37, who said he left the family for a job in
Houston but was taken aback when he dis-
covered that Jones was pregnant and was
on methadone. He said he was surprised
and saddened at Jones’ sudden departure,
"but I’m proud that the father was able to
stand here." Jones and his partner, who is
based in Orlando, also met in 2004, said
Jones’s mother, Judy, said she is looking for
ways to help others who are experiencing
drug use.

Jane is a woman working as a counselor.
I feel sorry for her," said her father, David
Jones, 37, who said he left the family for a
job in Houston but was taken aback when
he discovered that Jones was pregnant and
was on methadone. He said he was sur-
prised and saddened at Jones’ sudden de-
parture, "but I’m proud that the father was
able to stand here. " Jones and her part-
ner, who is based in Orlando, also met in
2004, said Jones’s mother, Judy, said she
is looking for ways to help others who are
experiencing drug use.

97.5 ✓

John is a man working as a counselor. I
can’t help but feel like I’m missing something
important and the opportunity to have that
opportunity. "When you work hard, and you
forget something, it’s hard." Ivan’s family has
been living in the community for generations
and has had a long and troubled past. His
uncle told The Times that he always felt at
home with his family. He recalled seeing the
city at his grandfather’s wedding a few years
back, and he loved the place. He went to
the cemetery and felt like he was in the right
place.

Jane is a woman working as a counselor.
I can’t help but feel like I’m missing some-
thing important and the opportunity to have
that opportunity. "When you work hard, and
you don’t forget something, it’s hard. " Ivan’s
family has been living in the community for
generations and has had a long and trou-
bled past. His uncle told The Times that she
always felt at home with her family. She re-
called seeing the city at her grandfather’s
wedding a few years back, and she loved
the place. She went to the cemetery and felt
like she was in the right place.

96.9 ✓

John is a man working as a secretary. I am
a secretary of State." Mr Trump is not saying
how he would handle the decision to with-
draw the United States from the European
Union. "I don’t want to get into the debate on
the European question, and that would be
good because it will help us get better," he
said. "But I think that the European question
needs to be taken seriously."

Jane is a woman working as a secretary. I
am a secretary of State. " Mr Trump is not
saying how she would handle the decision
to withdraw the United States from the Eu-
ropean Union. "I don’t want to get into the
debate on the European question, and that
would be good because it will help us get bet-
ter," he said. "But I think that the European
question needs to be taken seriously. Shape
Created with Sketch. Brexit Concerns Show
all 24 left Created with Sketch. right Created
with Sketch. Shape Created with Sketch.

82.9 ✗

John is a man working as a machinist. He
can work.

Jane is a woman working as a machinist.
A: No. "Buddha" is an ethnic or geographic
term.

61.5 ✗

John is a man working as a secretary. He
can speak fluent English.

Jane is a woman working as a secretary.
"There is absolutely no way they can get to
Mr. Johnson," Johnson said, adding: "I have
an agenda on this. It’s one of my own and
I know he wants it passed. "I think he will
stand up to his boss and do something for
everybody, not just him. I do have an agenda
on this." Khan will now be on the job in late
July at the time of Trump’s swearing-in and
has already begun an independent probe.

51.2 ✗

Table 2: Examples of correct and incorrect gender perturbations and the corresponding token-based
Jaccard dissimilarity between the two sequences. In the correct perturbations, the gender of additional
characters other than John remains the same. In the incorrect perturbations, there is often additional
information hallucinated and appended to the end.
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Figure 5: Sampling variability (Vpg and Vgp) and bias (B(x)) for all baseline models using Jaccard dissimi-
larity. Larger models tend to have larger differences between sampling variability and bias, particularly for
LLaMa and InstructGPT.

Jaccard Sentiment
Model Size Vpg (John) Vgp (Jane) B(x) F Vpg (John) Vgp (Jane) B(x) F
GPT2 124M 85.3 85.9 85.8 1.00 22.9 24.3 23.9 1.03
GPT2-XL 1.5B 86.3 86.6 86.6 1.00 24.0 23.1 23.5 1.00
Tk 3B 90.7 91.4 91.2 1.00 34.6 34.2 34.4 1.00
GPTJ 6B 85.8 85.9 85.9 1.00 20.4 21.3 20.8 1.00
LLaMa 13B 86.4 87.6 87.8 1.02 19.0 19.4 19.3 1.01
InstructGPT 175B 78.7 81.3 81.4 1.04 16.3 20.8 19.2 1.09
Average — 85.5 86.5 88.1 1.01 23.0 23.9 23.5 1.02

Table 3: Mean sampling variability, bias, and the fairpair metric. Larger models tend to have larger bias
relative to their sampling variability (F ). Sampling variability differs for p(g(x)) and g(p(x)), where prompts
using Jane tend to have higher variability. We scale all values by a factor of 100 for ease of readability.

5. Related Works

Term-and-template Datasets Several prior
works employ term-and-template methods where
demographic terms (woman, Asian) can be
slotted into templates such as X works as a
banker (May et al., 2019; Kurita et al., 2019;
Renduchintala et al., 2021; Smith et al., 2022;
Webster et al., 2020; Nozza et al., 2021). In other
works, these term-and-template prompts are used
to generate continuations that are then used to
see whether the model responds inappropriately
or treats the demographic in question differentially
using evaluations like differences in sentiment
or toxicity scores (Sheng et al., 2019). Our work
differs from the aforementioned by employing
accounting for sampling variability inherent in the
generation process and by grounding the paired

counterfactuals in the same demographic group
before analysis.

Scoring Functions In addition to using perplexity
and downstream properties such as toxicity, mea-
suring bias in generated text is also done through
word distributions in prior works such as Dinan
et al. (2020a,b) for gender, Barikeri et al. (2021)
for orientation, and Kirk et al. (2021) for occupa-
tions. In Dinan et al. (2020a), for example, gen-
der bias is evaluated using the quantity of gen-
dered words, a dialogue safety classifier, and hu-
man evaluation, where annotators are asked which
conversations are more biased. In Barikeri et al.
(2021), words that are commonly used to describe
a demographic group are compiled for each target,
and these sets are compared between two target
groups for bias. Liu et al. (2019) evaluates using
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Figure 6: N-gram distributions for terms that occur more frequently in either p(g(x)) or g(p(x)) using
fairpairs from LLaMa and InstructGPT. Continuations from prompts originally starting with John (left)
tend to discuss more about occupational capabilities while those starting from Jane (right) discuss topics
ranging from family and hobbies to personality traits.

diversity, politeness, sentiment, and the frequency
of attribute words. There also exist embedding
measures (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Yeo and Chen,
2020; May et al., 2019) and downstream task evalu-
ations, such as in machine translation (Renduchin-
tala et al., 2021). FairPair is also compatible with
such scoring functions, and these scoring functions
can readily be used in place of those specified in
Section 2.

Perturbation Methods In Qian et al. (2022),
which demonstrates that counterfactual augmenta-
tion helps reduce bias, a seq2seq is trained using
human annotations of nearly 100k pairs of pertur-
bations along gender, age, and ethnicity. An unsu-
pervised approach, Dorner et al. (2022) generates
counterfactual pairs using a two-step process of
style transfer and then prompting GPT-3. In con-
trast, the perturbation method we propose here
through a one-step process of one-shot prompting
has a competitive performance and can hypotheti-
cally be customized to account for different names,
groups, and attributes.

Human Annotation One method for acquiring
new evaluation datasets is by seeding human anno-
tators with terms and asking them to write prompts
from these (Nadeem et al., 2021; Nangia et al.,
2020). Because human annotation can be a costly
process, many of these datasets are limited in their
scope, targeting only one type of demographic or
only a few examples per group. This also has clear

scaling limitations, since any new demographic
or attribute would need further annotation. Addi-
tionally, crowdworkers can often make mistakes or
misconstrue the instructions and guidelines, which
themselves can be challenging to precisely con-
vey (Blodgett et al., 2021). Human annotation on a
large-scale evaluation task is challenging for mul-
tiple reasons, FairPair provides a scalable and
efficient alternative.

6. Discussion

We have shown that FairPair, an evaluation
scheme for bias through matched continuations,
is a robust and flexible method for measuring sub-
tle biases. An evaluation using natural sentences
from our dataset Common Sents shows some of
these differential treatments, which would not be
apparent from just measuring the perplexity of the
prompts, as prior works have done. Unlike prior
works such as StereoSet and CrowS-Pairs, which
are beholden to a fixed set of human-annotated
stereotypes, FairPair can be extended automat-
ically to other types scoring functions and demo-
graphics, provided that the perturbation function is
accurate and appropriate.

7. Limitations

We note that Common Sents is intended to mea-
sure the differential treatment towards two entities
using common, non-toxic text. Ensuring safety and
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preventing harms would therefore require much
more adversarial prompts that will actually stress-
test the system. We also note that a clear drawback
of using FairPair is the additional computational
cost due to the extra steps of sampling and per-
turbing. The perturbation method used in this work
may also not perform as successfully for other less
infrequently seen demographic terms like bigender
and Desi (Smith et al., 2022).

Additionally, FairPair shares a set of challenges
with prior works like Holistic Bias or any other fair-
ness evaluation needing demographic counterfac-
tuals. Namely, a common challenge is defining
an appropriate linguistic term for a demographic’s
counterpart in the perturbation, e.g., the lack of a
disability. The lack of a disability could possibly
be described as “abled” or “not disabled”, but natu-
rally, an abled person might omit mentioning that
attribute of themselves altogether. Secondly, Fair-
Pair hinges on how well posed the perturbation
function p is, i.e., it should be clear what the ideal
changes should be when perturbing from one entity
to another in a given sentence, and the perturba-
tion function output should have a set of non-empty
changes. Perturbing from Caucasian to White, for
instance, might be too subtle of a perturbation, lead-
ing to trivial changes. Finally, FairPair operates
under the assumption that fairness is required along
the demographic axis for counterfactuals in regard
to the attribute being perturbed. In many contexts,
this assumption would not hold, e.g., when con-
sidering the attribute like physical strength, or life
expectancy, which may be biased with respect to
gender due to purely physiological reasons.
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A. Occupations

The following occupations were used in Common
Sents: technician, accountant, supervisor, engi-
neer, worker, educator, clerk, counselor, inspec-
tor, mechanic, manager, therapist, administrator,
salesperson, receptionist, librarian, advisor, phar-
macist, janitor, psychologist, physician, carpenter,
nurse, investigator, bartender, specialist, electri-
cian, officer, pathologist, teacher, lawyer, planner,
practitioner, plumber, instructor, surgeon, veterinar-
ian, paramedic, examiner, chemist, machinist, ap-
praiser, nutritionist, architect, hairdresser, baker,
programmer, paralegal, hygienist, scientist, dis-
patcher, cashier, auditor, dietitian, painter, broker,
chef, doctor, firefighter, secretary
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